Efficient transfection of sendai virus vector to mouse pancreatic stem cells in the floating state.
Sendai virus (SeV) vectors can efficiently introduce foreign genes without toxicity into various organs and are expected to be clinically applicable. We previously compared the transfectional efficiency of SeV and adenovirus (AdV) vectors by assessing the transfer of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene to pancreatic stem cells. Although the gene transfer efficiency was similar between these vectors, SeV vector had a lower toxicity in comparison to the AdV vector. In this study, we assessed the gene transfer efficiency of SeV vector in the floating state to pancreatic stem cells. The efficiency of gene transfer was much higher at all time points and at all concentrations in the floating state versus in the adhesion state. In addition, the pancreatic stem cells transfected with SeV in the floating state maintained their differentiation ability. These data suggest that SeV transfection to pancreatic stem cells in the floating state may be useful in gene transfer technology.